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Abstract

Reductionist science produces causal models of small fragments of complicated systems. Causal models of entire systems can be hard to construct because what is known of them is distributed across a vast amount of literature. The Big Mechanism program aims to have machines read the literature and assemble the causal fragments found in individual papers into huge causal models, automatically. The current domain of the program is cell signalling associated with Ras-driven cancers.

When it comes to complicated systems such as the climate, and economic, ecological and biological systems, our influence runs ahead of our understanding. This can be perilous. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) created the Big Mechanism program (BMP) to develop technology for constructing, understanding and reasoning about big, complicated systems. The focus of the program is cancer signaling pathways, but the technology is intended to apply more generally. This paper is a progress report on the first year of research in the BMP.

Imagine a future in which computers read the literature of cancer biology, extract fragments of causal mechanisms from publications, assemble these mechanisms into executable models of unprecedented scale and fidelity, use these models to explain and predict aspects of cancer biology, and even test these predictions in vitro. The future is not yet here (the BMP started in July, 2014) but we can see its outlines and our first steps are clear. Roughly half of the program’s effort goes into machine reading, the other half into assembling large, causal models and reasoning with them. The BMP makes good use of existing online sources of biological knowledge (e.g., [2, 8, 41, 52, 54, 55, 63]) as well as existing machine reading and information extraction methods (e.g., [4, 13, 19, 53]).

1. What is a big mechanism?

Big mechanisms are mechanistic models of complicated systems. Here, ‘complicated’ systems are those that have too many elements and relationships, or too many possible current or future states, to be easily comprehended by people. Here, ‘mechanistic’ is a pragmatic attribute of models, having to do with how a model is used, rather than a syntactic or semantic attribute, having to do with the form or content of a model. Consider a model M: f(x)(ax + ε) ⇒ y. This says, a function f takes input x, multiplies it by a, adds ε, and returns the result as y. The ‘hat’ over y says the purpose of the model is to make predictions about y. The accuracy of M, as measured by (ŷ − y), is a semantic attribute. The linearity of M is a syntactic attribute. A mechanistic model is one that makes a claim about mechanisms, so it might be written M: ˆf(x)(ax + ε) ⇒ ŷ. (Specifically, M is read as the claim that fin the world multiplies x by a and adds ε.)
Mechanistic models make claims about mechanisms; they might secondarily make claims about measurements or observations. Nonmechanistic models make no claims about mechanisms, only about measurements or observations. Many—perhaps most—applications of ‘big data’ depend on non-mechanistic models, whereas the BMP is explicitly about mechanistic models. The primary question in the BMP is not whether one can predict the outputs given the inputs (i.e., $\dot{y} - y$ is small) but whether one can explain how the inputs give rise to outputs (i.e., $(\dot{f} - f)$ is small).

Mechanistic models are *compositional* in two ways: the outputs of one component can be inputs of another, and components can be built from other components. Not all the components of big mechanisms will be mechanistic. Some will be non-mechanistic because their mechanisms are unknown; others will elide mechanistic details for the sake of brevity or relevance or computational tractability. Walter Fontana, one of the participants in the BMP, distinguishes between ‘boxed’ and ‘unboxed’ components. A boxed component specifies its inputs and outputs, whereas an unboxed component additionally specifies how the inputs are transformed into outputs. In the cell signaling domain, inputs and outputs are usually abundances of genes, proteins, complexes and so on; whereas mechanisms ground out in molecular interactions. Thus, a boxed model can say that increasing $A$ causes an increase in complex $C$, whereas an unboxed version of the same model would have to specify how the complex forms. Unboxing a component entails adding mechanism, but unboxed models are not necessarily mechanistic in the sense defined above: entailing a claim that the mechanism is *correct*.

Ideally, the BMP will produce mechanistic models that make strong predictions about the behavior of cell signaling networks through a combination of logical or probabilistic reasoning and powerful simulations. Boolean networks (also called interaction maps [62]) —like the one shown in figure 1, only much bigger— fall somewhat short of this ideal: they do not capture the kinetics of signaling, but can still be useful because they summarize ‘who talks with whom’; they are the starting point for more expressive graphical representations and interactomes and scaffolds [19, 34, 39, 57, 64, 65]; and they are an appropriate target representation for some machine reading. Moreover, some network structures produce interesting behaviors given only qualitative dynamics; for example, feed forward networks can produce signal propagation that depends on relative rather than absolute levels of signal, consistent with Weber’s law [25].

However, there are more expressive frameworks than Boolean networks, such as ordinary differential equation (ODE) models, curation languages such as BEL [7] and BioPAX [10, 19], graphical languages such as SBGN [44, 64], and rule-based or agent-based frameworks such as Kappa [16–18, 23], PySB [3, 46], BioNetGen [22] and Pathway Logic [69, 70]. Frameworks are commonly organized along a quantitative-to-qualitative dimension, with ODEs at the quantitative end and Boolean networks at the most qualitative end (e.g., [62]). Within the BMP, there is a sense that ODE models would be nice to have, but they are too unwieldy and hard to maintain for large systems and demand information about kinetics that we often lack; while Boolean networks say nothing about kinetics or complex control of processes; so, ideally, models should occupy a middle region of the quantitative-to-qualitative dimension. In this region, a host of other issues influence the choice of a modeling framework. Systems biologists make tradeoffs between the completeness of models, the uncertainty associated with the parameters of these models, the amount of data available for estimating these parameters; the kinds of inference supported by the models, and the tractability of computation with the models; and the ‘readability’ of a model by other biologists, and the extensibility, maintainability and reusability of models. Not surprisingly, the answer to the question ‘which is the best modeling framework?’ is ‘it depends on one’s purpose’. (See [1, 3, 29, 30, 62, 66] for good introductions to these issues.)

The BMP intentionally does not commit to a single standard for formal biological models. At present, BMP researchers are working with frameworks designed for curation (BEL, BioPAX, and Pathway Logic datums) and frameworks designed for modeling and simulation (Kappa, Pathway Logic rules, and PySB). The former are representations of what people write about biology, whereas the latter are representations of biology, itself. For example, in BEL one asserts $A$ directly decreases $B$, which ‘indicate[s] that increases in $A$ have been observed to cause decreases in $B$’ [7]. This is not a mechanistic model, it is a formal description of an experimental observation. BEL neither requires its users to specify mechanisms nor

---

**Figure 1.** An incomplete Boolean network model of Ras signaling (excerpted from [67]).
makes it easy to do so. In BioPAX, one can assert attributes of mechanisms; for example, one can say A inhibits B competitively, meaning that A binds to the enzyme that catalyzes B or binds to B and prevents catalysis. But, again, these are assertions about mechanisms, not mechanisms proper. In contrast, Kappa is not a language for curating experimental results or attributes of mechanisms; it is a language for representing mechanisms. In Kappa, A either inhibits B or it does not, depending on whether the rules in a Kappa model implicitly represent a chain of events in which more of A results in less of B. The inhibition might be competitive, if the Kappa model includes rules that allow A to bind to the substrate of B and block out the enzyme that would otherwise bind to B. In Kappa, one describes how the biology works, and then runs the model to discover what the biology does. The same can be said for rules in Pathway Logic and programs in PySB: they represent mechanisms, proper, not assertions about mechanisms.

Each of these modeling frameworks is designed to capture some but not all of the details of the underlying biochemistry. These approximations are necessary because of the combinatorial complexity of molecular interactions and the lack of empirical data to calibrate model parameters for these interactions. Also, there is some concern that the behavior of a model does not constrain its parameters because, empirically, many sets of model parameters can produce similar model behaviors [26], although causes of this effect are disputed [72]. So for the time being, BMP models of signaling will be ‘coarse’ in various ways. The challenge will be to manage multiple drafts of models in a way that makes them amenable to revision by both humans and machines [19, 43, 46, 47].

In addition to models of biological processes, the BMP is developing novel representations for the contents of tables, for the structure of experimental protocols [58], for typical statistical analyses, for rhetorical devices and epistemic or qualified assertions [20, 37, 63], and for other kinds of contents of research papers. These kinds of content are often ‘meta’ to the biological models, but they are important elements of publications because they establish the reasons to believe or doubt models. If a paper says, ‘mutant and wildtype responded differently to x, suggesting a therapeutic effect of x on y,’ then a Big Mechanism system should extract both a model fragment that relates x and y and also the uncertainty conveyed by the ‘suggesting’ construction.

2. Big Mechanism systems

Several consortia of academic and industry researchers are building Big Mechanism systems. The technologies and use cases for these systems vary, but all of the systems are being developed along the lines shown in figure 2. Source texts will be read by machines, and the content of these texts will suggest revisions to prior models. Machine reasoning about whether and how to modify models is called assembly. Some modifications of models might create distinct new models (e.g., variants of a model might be created for different species of a protein) so the BMP will have to develop model management techniques. Finally, BMP systems will reason with models; for example, finding similar models, or finding generalities across models, or identifying potentially druggable proteins or pathways. To the extent possible, all the objects in BMP models will be normalized to appropriate ontologies and other resources.

At this early point in the program (which started in July, 2014) there has not been much progress on model management and reasoning (figure 2), but work on reading and assembly is underway.

Big Mechanism systems are expected to read as researchers do: with models in mind. The model a system is reading about is called its prior model. We distinguish shallow reading—which discovers the entities, relations, events and processes in text—from deep reading (also called reading with models) which discovers what the text says about prior models.
Ideally, this distinction should not exist, but it is a curious shortcoming that most algorithms for text mining and information extraction do not use prior models. Indeed, one goal of the BMP is to make shallow reading algorithms ‘deeper’ by using prior models to help identify entities and relations in text. For example, if text contains an ambiguous term, but one sense of the term denotes a protein in a prior model, then it’s a good guess that this is the correct sense in the context of the prior model.

One might think that machines would have little difficulty reading papers in cancer biology because the language they contain seems very ‘close’ to biological phenomena. To a human, a sentence like, ‘Ras acts as a molecular switch that is activated upon GTP loading and deactivated upon hydrolysis of GTP to GDP’ seems clear enough, but consider what a machine must do to understand it (see also [32]):

**Named entity recognition:** figure out the entities—Ras, GTP and GDP—and associate them with standard ontology entries when possible, noting that some terms denote families.

**Coreference resolution and anaphora:** find multiple references to the same entity (e.g., the second mention of GTP refers to the same entity as the first one) and anaphoric references (e.g., ‘that’ refers to ‘molecular switch,’ which itself refers to Ras);

**Event resolution and event coreference resolution:** recognize that words such as activation, loading, and hydrolysis denote events (even though these are nouns!) and that two different terms (e.g., GTP loading and hydrolysis) can refer to different parts of one bigger event.

**Parsing and/or semantic role labeling:** correctly place entities in their appropriate roles in these events; for example, the subject of activation is the molecular switch, but the subject of GTP loading is not GTP but the switch.

**Discourse analysis:** weave these events into a causal story that unfolds over time. In this case, time is ordinal and events are treated as instantaneous (indicated by ‘upon’), but in general, sentences may contain kinematic information and finer temporal distinctions.

The Big Mechanism consortia are adapting prior information extraction and machine reading methods to deal with cancer biology texts. In most cases, the approach is to create an intermediate formal representation (e.g., [2, 5, 15, 33, 45, 54, 60]). Much thought has been devoted to these Janus-like representations, which face both natural language text and elements of biological models in formal frameworks such as BEL, BioPAX, Kappa, PysB and Pathway Logic. One requirement of these representations is to store information that requires further processing to incorporate into models; particularly, imprecise and incomplete information about biological entities and processes at different scales. For example, the sentence ‘c-Raf expression is required for the onset of non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC)’ does not disclose the mechanism of c-Raf expression, nor the role of c-Raf in NSCLC, nor precisely what’s meant by onset; and c-Raf expression obviously works at a different temporal and spatial scale than NSCLC. It would be challenging for trained humans to incorporate the meaning of this sentence into a formal biological model, and even more challenging for machines to do it, automatically. And yet, the sentence makes an important causal assertion that should not be discarded. Intermediate representations serve as a sort of ‘purgatory’ where the meanings of sentences await introduction into formal models.

Some examples of intermediate representations can be seen in table 1 and figure 3. They are syntactically diverse, but all are hierarchical and composed of predicate-argument assertions, where the predicate is an event such as binding or a modifier such as a concentration and the arguments are generally biological entities.

A semantically deep intermediate representation called logical form is produced by James Allen’s TRIPS parser [2]. Figure 3 shows the logical form representation produced when TRIPS parses the sentence, ‘Ras acts as a molecular switch that is activated upon GTP loading and deactivated upon hydrolysis of GTP to GDP’. TRIPS gets much of the semantics of the sentence right, and its subtle errors illustrate why semantic analysis is difficult. It correctly understands the sentence to be expressing something about how Ras acts or behaves. The node at the top of the tree in figure 3 tells us that the sentence is about the activity or behavior of an agent, Ras, and that the behavior is of a formal type called switch. The rest of the tree in figure 3 expands on, or modifies, this idea of the switch, by noting that it is a molecular switch, and by representing a sequence of events that the switch switches. One of these events is a start event, an activation; the other is a stop event, a deactivation. Events have associated times, and TRIPS associates the first instance of the word ‘upon’ with the time at which the activation event begins. ‘Upon’ what? Upon the manufacture of something—in this case, GTP—by loading. Similarly, the deactivation event happens upon hydrolysis of GTP.

However, TRIPS interprets the prepositional phrase in ‘to GDP’ incorrectly as identifying a location (highlighted by the heavy arrow in figure 3), as if the phrase were, ‘hydrolysis of GTP goes to a place called GDP’. This illustrates the profound ambiguity of prepositions. TRIPS knows the correct sense of ‘to GDP,’ but doesn’t choose it, here. Also, although TRIPS knows that the GTP in ‘GTP loading’ is the same as the one in ‘hydrolysis of GDP to GTP,’ it doesn’t know...
that GTP loading and hydrolysis are essentially inverse processes, and that the switch controls not merely two events but alternating, inverse processes. This illustrates that automated, deep semantic analysis is limited by deep domain knowledge: an ordinary human who lacks this knowledge is unlikely to do any better than TRIPS at constructing a logical form representation of the sentence.

The logical form in figure 3 is an intermediate representation in the sense that it is neither text nor mechanistic model, but is a formal representation of the meaning of text from which elements of mechanistic models can be extracted.

Six months after it began, the BMP conducted an evaluation of shallow and deep reading. Shallow reading refers to named entity recognition and event recognition. The evaluation focused on recognizing genes and proteins, protein families, complexes, drugs, drug classes, cell lines, pathways and subcellular components; as well as protein post-translational modifications, binding and dissociation, direct and indirect regulation and modulation, translocation, and changes in quantities. Previous evaluations had shown that machines can recognize these entities and events with middling accuracy (e.g., [8, 9, 36, 41, 42, 56]). The best BMP systems performed at par, which is not surprising because in most cases they simply adapted technologies from these earlier evaluations. The consortia will try to improve on these technologies by exploiting the context provided by prior models. For example, if one has a prior model of molecular switches that includes ‘slots’ for activating and de-activating events, and the model specifies

![Figure 3. TRIPS parser output for the sentence, ‘Ras acts as a molecular switch that is activated upon GTP loading and deactivated upon hydrolysis of GTP to GDP.’ Courtesy: James Allen.](image-url)
that the same entity can participate in both activating and de-activating the switch, then a likely interpretation of the two mentions of GTP is that they are coreferring: GTP is one entity in both the activating and de-activating events.

While the evaluation of shallow reading involved standard test items and metrics, the evaluation of deep reading required new methods, befitting the BMP emphasis on deep language semantics and mechanistic models. The deep reading question was, ‘given a prior model and some text, what does the text tell you about the model?’ Four kinds of relationships between texts and prior models were probed: the text might corroborate what’s already in the model; it might contradict something in the model; it might introduce a new mechanism (e.g., $x$ phosphorylates $y$ at location $z$); or it might introduce a new relationship between entities in the model (e.g., $x$ activates $y$, but no mechanism is specified). One prior model was constructed and distributed to the consortia in BEL, BioPax, Kappa and Pathway Logic formats. Six passages were also distributed, and the automated reading systems were asked to identify the assertions in these passages and say for each assertion which of the four kinds of relationship held between the assertion and the prior model, or whether none held. Before the evaluation began, biology experts on the evaluation team prepared a gold standard: a list of assertions, each of which was given one of five labels (one for each of the four relationships plus ‘none holds’). After the reading systems submitted their results, the evaluation team calculated recall and precision scores. Recall is the fraction of relationships that should have been found that were actually found. For example, if eight ‘new mechanism’ relationships were found but sixteen were mentioned in the texts, then recall would be 0.5. Precision is the fraction of the relationships found by a reading system that were in the gold standard; for example, if the system found six ‘new mechanism’ relationships but only four of these were in the gold standard, then precision would be 0.67.

Two expert human biologists took this test. Remarkably, their recall scores were less than 0.5, which means they failed to notice roughly half of the relationships between the texts and the prior models. However, their precision was very high: 86–100%. Moreover, they noticed different relationships, so they disagreed with each other. They also noticed some relationships that the evaluation team had not. Some of these were added to the gold standard before the reading systems were evaluated. The best recall score for a reading system was 0.4 with an associated precision score of 0.67; that is, this system found 40% of the relationships in the gold standard, and 67% of the relationships it found were in the gold standard. The least effective system achieved 3% recall at 33% precision.

Although this evaluation was small and the grading was lenient, the fact that a machine was able to identify almost as many relationships between texts and a prior model as the two expert biologists—albeit with lower precision—is promising, though perhaps unsurprising: human expertise probably includes an ability to not notice assertions that are ‘obvious’ or ‘unimportant’. Still, if the result holds up in larger, more stringent evaluations planned for the summer of 2015, it will strengthen the case that machines are perhaps the only intelligences that hold out the promise of reading huge literatures broadly, quickly and thoroughly.

Reading to identify relationships between texts and prior models is the first step in the process of revising models, also called assembly (figure 2). At present, no Big Mechanism system does assembly on a large scale, although most participants in the BMP have developed technology to extract model fragments from intermediate representations; and organize large numbers of logical or probabilistic assertions into theories, or consistent sets, or most-probable groupings.

The greatest challenge posed by assembly will be managing the proliferation of models and meta-data that stand in various relations to each other (the model manager box in figure 2). It is unrealistic to think that there is ‘one true model’ of anything and that the job of Big Mechanism systems is to discover it. In fact, one advantage of machines being able to build models is to have them compare and contrast many models. There might be one consensus model at some level of abstraction (e.g., the interaction map of Ras signaling in [67]) which most researchers agree upon, while acknowledging a penumbra of variant and special-case models; but even a consensus model would not spring into being fully formed like Athena from the brow of Zeus, but would be developed in stages, by consulting multiple publications, and would be revised in light of new evidence. How are multiple drafts of models maintained? How shall we organize the evidence for these models? How shall we recognize the overlapping or contradicting parts of models [21, 30, 40, 59]? How shall we organize models of ‘one thing’—say, Ras signaling—that are actually families of models specific to organisms, tissue types, and mutations? The complexity of model management is compounded by the need for qualitatively different kinds of models for different kinds of reasoning. As noted, interaction maps might serve to summarize molecular interactions, while physicochemical models—more or less coarse-grained—are required to simulate the kinetics of these interactions.

Abstraction, modularity and re-use of models will probably facilitate model management [46], although to the best of our knowledge, model management by machines is a new area of science.

Any solution to the model-management problem should depend on the anticipated uses of models (see the box labeled ‘reasoning’ in figure 2). The big mechanism consortia are focusing on several use cases, of which the most promising are curation and predicting and testing the effects of interventions.
Curation refers to a growing movement to make biological knowledge machine-readable [11, 12, 27]. Even if Big Mechanism technologies do not automate curation, they could reduce the human effort expended on mundane aspects of the job [28, 54, 61]. And humans could help solve problems that the machines may not be able to solve alone, such as figuring out which assertions in papers are relevant to a user’s curation task [56], or detecting subtle elisions or obfuscations that are intended to make results seem more general or convincing. Machines might have trouble understanding things that are not said or are said artfully, and might do well to rely on humans to uncover rhetorical subtleties. One particularly attractive aspect of human–computer curation is that each chunk of work provides training data for machine learning, hastening the day when machines can curate all by themselves.

The second major use case for the BMP is testing interventions. Several BMP teams are focusing on predicting effects of interventions and testing these predictions in simulations that run on conventional computers as well as on field programmable gate array platforms [50]. The BMP will also be able to test predictions in vivo, using a fully-automated robotic system that can set up experiments to test hypotheses generated by Big Mechanism systems [38, 49].

3. Big Mechanism and the practice of science

The methods of experimental science give us knowledge of two kinds: they establish causality among tiny numbers of factors, and they quantify the influence of other factors as variance. But of course, this is an idealization. p values generally are pointless, few people report effect sizes, and experiments are done in dramatically different contexts. All of which means that the literature comprises thousands of narrow causal assertions of varying quality. We try to figure out complicated systems assertion by assertion. No wonder replicability can be a problem.

However, the purpose of the BMP is not to overturn the experimental methods that have given us great scientific insights. In fact, the BMP assumes that, for now, humans are the best practitioners of experimental methods, and takes researchers at their word until there is a reason not to. This is one reason why the BMP begins with research papers and tries to assemble models that integrate many causal assertions, collectively. This approach addresses implicitly the vulnerability of taking authors at their word. Often, the assertions of authors matter less than how these assertions stand in relation to others. Sometimes, these assertions are inconsistent or mutually contradictory [21, 40]. The better we can assemble causal assertions from many sources into large models, the better we will be able to evaluate new assertions. Of course, ‘we’ includes computers, as only computers can evaluate how a causal assertion stands in relation to thousands of others derived from an enormous literature.

With the exception of some work on algorithms for inferring causal structure from data, and the possibility that data from BMP-proposed experiments will feed back into modeling, the BMP does nothing with primary data. Its ‘data’ are the assertions made by authors. There is plenty of work on inducing biological models directly from data (e.g., [6, 24, 51, 57, 68, 73]), and clearly the bewildering diversity of oncogenic mutations recommends big data approaches to therapy [71]. But the BMP is not a big data program, a cancer therapy program, or even a cancer biology program. It is a program designed to develop technologies to help scientists understand very complicated systems, generally.

The biggest contribution of Big Mechanism might be to change how knowledge is organized and communicated. We still work in a medieval tradition in which each of us searches the literature for very large numbers of narrow results and pulls them into our heads for synthesis into big mechanisms or causal understandings. This ‘pull scholarship’ is enormously wasteful. It works less and less well because there are simply too many results to synthesize in our heads. We can’t read any faster than we already do, but the literature grows at an increasing rate, so we read more narrowly. Just when we need to understand highly connected systems as systems our research methods force us to focus on little parts. If the BMP works, it will be the first demonstration of a new kind of ‘push scholarship’ where, instead of pulling results into our heads, we push results into machine-maintained big mechanisms, where they can be examined by anyone. This could change science profoundly.
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